
PROPOSED FORM  FOR: 
A  LARGELY SELF -ORGANIZING

PHILADELPHIA FAERIE 
URBAN GATHERETTE

MLK WEEKEND, 2014

Wednesday, January 29, 14



CONCEPT:  STREAMS COLLECTING

Thursday
January 16th

Friday
January 17th

Saturday
January 18th

Sunday
January 19th

(soft start)

lots of mini gatherings 
in homes & 

neighborhoods w/those 
hosting & the hosted

shared or similar 
interest outings
(museums, etc)

Service 
Projects -- 

menu of 2-3 
choices

Philly Fae Yoga 
Potluck

opportunity to dance in 
the city (a la Sex Dwarf) 

-- &, other Naturally 
Occurring Fabulosity

Faerie    
Slumber Party!! 

@ Studio 34
FIN
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CONCEPT:  STREAMS COLLECTING

Host houses & 
Hosted activities

Host houses, 
field trips, 

faeminars, etc.

N.O.F., 
city dancing, 

d.i.yOurselves

Yoga
Potluck

Slumber
Party @ 34

Service 
Projects

Early 
Arrivals

(Thursday) (Friday) (Saturday) (Sunday)
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DIFFERENCES FROM LAST YEAR 

2013 2014

days 4 3

prepared 
meals

7 1

kitchens 4 1

transport a lot d.i.y.

scheduling & 
placement

hands 
on

d.i.y.

2013 2014

service 
projects

sharing
space

dedicated 
time

host housing beautiful 
& varied

inviting 
the same

naturally
occuring 
fabulosity

a lot
even 
more

budget $9,000 $1,000
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KEY THEME & GUIDING PRINCIPLES

this container can hold whatever 
for which there is energy to bring to it -- 

& also, is enough already

&, (borrowing guidelines from ‘Open Space’ technology):
- whoever comes are the right people
- whenever it starts are the right times
- wherever it happen are the right places
- whatever happens are the only things that could have
- when the moment is over, it is.

& last, the law of  mobility:
- if  at any point you find yourself  not learning, contributing 
or enjoying, mobilize yourself  to a place that better serves.
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NEXT STEPS

if  this container makes sense to you & 
you wish to see it tranifest:

- start telling its story
- think about what outings, workshops, faeminars, restaurants, etc 
you’d be willing to share with other Fae 

- share your outing event ideas on the community program 
calendar (coming soon!)

- fill out the housing survey (coming soon!)
-----------------
- thank Earth, & all Creation, for co-creating the Rad Fae
- all proceeds help build working Faerie infrastruscture in Philadelphia 
(i.e. C.S.K., or a growing vision for a Radical Faerie Ca’Fae in w.Philly)
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OUR 2014 CALL TO GATHER
THE CALL TO GATHER ::

The Philadelphia Radical Faeries hope you'll join us as we together warm the chill of 
Winter at the 4th annual Philadelphia Faerie Urban Gatherette -- MLK weekend, 
January, 16-19. 

In the spirit of Martin Luther King, Jr., Walt Whitman, Edward Carpenter, Harry Hay, 
& untold other loves & relations, we’ll explore themes of ancestors, community, love 
& service.  How do we follow in the footsteps of our ancestors, live in service to all of 
our connected communities, while co-creating magick that feels fresh & relevant to our 
worlds in need?  We may discover together many roles that Faeries may play in urban 
environments, & in activism & service.  We ask also:  How do we protect & cultivate 
our faerie magick, and let it thrive & flourish in an urban setting?  &, how do we allow 
our homegrown fabulosity to transcend & supplant the modern world?

This is only a taste.  The Philly Fae love you, welcome you, & offer you to expect the 
unexpected.  The format of the Gatherette will be different this year than in previous -- 
more easeful & co-created. 
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